ADVISORY

SINCE LAST FEW MONTHS, THE HIGH COMMISSION HAS COME ACROSS SEVERAL COMPLAINTS FROM INDIAN NATIONALS VISITING SINGAPORE TO HAVE FALLEN VICTIM TO CHEATING BY CERTAIN MOBILE SHOPKEEPERS LOCATED AT SIM LIM SQUARE, LITTLE INDIA, SINGAPORE. INDIAN NATIONALS ARE, THEREFORE, ADVISED TO BE VIGILANT WHILE SHOPPING AT SIM LIM SQUARE AND AVOID VISITING FOLLOWING SHOPS :

1. MACKIN PTE LTD - # 02-87
2. CYBER MAESTRO PTE LTD - #02-77
3. MOBILE APPS PTE LTD - #01-50 & #02-72
4. MOBILE 22 PTE LTD - #01-42
5. CAMERA TALK PTE LTD - #01-47 & #02-01
6. K-ONE MOBILE LLP - #01-40
7. MOBILE AIR PTE LTD - #01-41
8. JW WORLD PTE LTD - #01-42
9. 3 PLUS MOBILE LLP - #01-58
10 S.M.S. GAMING LLP - #01-16
11 ONE PLUS MOBILE LLP - #02-61
12 ELITE 3 MOBILE PTE LTD - #01-64
13 RAY TECHNOLOGY - #02-26
14 WEE MOBILE - #02-61